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PROFILES: SUN, WIND and RAIN PROTECTION
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Managing Director
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Toldolanda Lda
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info@toldolanda.com
www.toldolanda.com

Overview of services
High quality outdoor and indoor sun-, wind- and rain solutions, from awnings to Venetian blinds.
Toldolanda will make your Outdoor living enjoyable and your indoor living comfortable.
Brief Company History
Toldolanda Lda have been supplying high quality awnings for over 30 years. We have built up
years of experience in the Dutch awning market and started providing awnings in the Algarve since
1999. Since 2009 we have been operating as Toldolanda Lda.
Our expertise and excellent products - such as Weinor, Brustor, Livium and Heroal - enables us
to provide state-of-the art sun/rain/wind solutions. Together with this, our certified staff will ensure
that we provide the best experience when finding the right sun/ran/wind solution for you.

Brief Personal Background
I have been spending my holidays in the Algarve since the early 70’s and lived here since 1985.

On one of my visits to Holland I have met my husband Ron, who already at that time had an
awning company in Holland.
Ron immediately realized there was a lot of sun in the Algarve and still a lot of awnings to fit and
sun solutions to be found. The main challenge was the sun in combination with the wind, which we
have dealt with by choosing for Weinor as our main supplier.
In 2011 we have sold our Dutch awning company and moved permanently to the Algarve to be
able to run Toldolanda Lda ourselves fulltime.

Company slogan
There will always be a solution

Crime Prevention and Service Quality Approach
As all our products can be supplied with remote control, sensors and timers, so we can program
your shutters, roller curtains and or awnings to be open and closed while you’re away of your
home.
This will give the impression that the house is not unoccupied.

